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Who are we?

● A unit located within the newsroom of one of Ireland's most-read online news 
sources

● The only verified Republic of Ireland signatory of the International Fact-Checking 
Network (IFCN)

● The fact-checking partner for Ireland’s EDMO hub (European Digital Media 
Observatory)

● An independent third-party fact-checker helping to fight misinformation on Meta’s 
platforms



● Political claims: e.g. “The Govt lied about increasing the pension age.”
● Useful info for readers: e.g. Will an increase in carbon tax make people 

in Ireland poorer?
● Studies: e.g. Are kids who are smacked “more successful” later in life?
● Perennial debates: e.g. Are restricted dog breeds more dangerous?
● Outright misinformation: e.g. “Vaccines cause cancer”

In short: anything where a claim is made for which there is a probable 
true/false answer or where an approximate number can be produced.

What do we fact-check?



In the beginning, there was #GE2016…



2016-2020: Supplementing the news



2020: Along came Covid



● We examine a wide range of issues and examine the claims of a wide range of 
individuals and organisations.

● Sources include (but are not limited to): TV and radio; Dáil debates; social 
media platforms; statements by non-profit groups; and our readers.

● We link to raw, public data where it exists and name and define clearly any 
expert advice and input from sources external to our factcheck team.

● We apply one of eight ratings (for a factcheck) or explain clearly why 
something is untrue (when debunking something). 

It is extremely important that our readers can follow our work from nose to tail.

By outlining our processes, we hope to equip readers with tools to distinguish 
quality information from less trustworthy content for themselves.

How do we fact-check?



Articles for The Journal: Features and analysis 
about misinformation, movements and trends in 
Ireland.

Disinformation-monitoring: Watching social 
platforms; following bad actors and regular 
disinfo spreaders; monthly analysis reports.

Finding new ways to connect: Eg, monthly 
newsletter to deep dive what’s happening with 
fake news and disinformation trends in Ireland 
and further afield; Insta True/False; increasing 
audience ways of contacting us

Building trust and impact 



Technological advances: AI could allow fact-checkers to analyse misinformation - but 
bad actors can also use it to spread fake news.

Collaborations: Fact-checkers are sharing resources and coming together to build 
tools and partnerships - but resourcing remains an issue and trends and sources vary 
widely from country to country.

Legislation: Countries and the EU are seeking to take a stand against misinformation - 
but the process can be more slow-moving than technological advancements which 
allow fake news to spread.

Public awareness: More people are aware of fact-checking and have learned to be 
more media literate - but some have also grown to distrust fact-checkers and our 
processes in tandem with general distrust in the ‘official line’, potentially making our 
work less impactful.

The next phase: Opportunities and challenges



Questions?


